
 Write a letter to the Prime Minister, Minister   
 Miller and you MP demanding a broad and   
 comprehensive regularization program 

 Tweet at your local journalists and MPs,   
 as well as @MarcMillerVM, and use the   
 hashtag #StatusForAll

Our work on regularization

What are our demands?•

The Canadian Council for Refugees and its members have long been advocating to regularize people in Canada 
who have no status or precarious status. Our regularization campaign was created to amplify these voices, and to 
continue calling on the Canadian government to provide Status for All now.  

Many allies across the country are working on different approaches to demand status for all.  
Here’s an overview of what we’ve been doing in the past year:

Minister Miller has announced that the regularization 
program will be announced in the Spring. We need to push 
the government for a broad and comprehensive program 
and urgently call for #StatusForAll. 

We have also been gravely concerned with the rising 
numbers of deportations even as the government is 
working a regularization program.

We call on the Canadian government to reform the immigration system to bring 
an end to our two-tiered society and to provide permanent status to all those 
living and working here, recognizing their dignity and rights as human beings.

What work has the CCR done?•

Produced a submission to the 
government calling for open & 
flexible pathways

Relaunched our campaign in 
March 2024 advocating for status 
for all

Called on advocates to send 
letters to the Prime Minister, 
Minister Miller, and their MPs

Why are we renewing our efforts?•

How can you be a part of our collective voice?•

What are some key campaign messages?•

For more information, visit ccrweb.ca/action

Scan here to send a letter

Without permanent status, people in Canada are 
denied basic rights, services, and support. We need 
#StatusForAll now!

Canada must provide permanent status to all those 
living and working here, and recognize their dignity 
and rights as human beings. #StatusForAll 

People without status already live here as valued 
members of our communities. They are our friends 
and neighbours who want and deserve the same 
things as everyone else in Canada: an opportunity 
to live full lives, raise their families, and fulfill their 
potential #StatusForAll
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